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ABSTRACT : There are different simulation tools available for simulating the algorithms of mobile ad-hoc networks, and these 

tools are user friendly, means easy to work upon. In case of DTN algorithm implementation, these tool cannot work properly 

because of the frequent disconnection environment of nodes in DTN. We have used The ONE simulator [33] for implementing our 

proposed DTN algorithm. 

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________ 

I.     Introduction to the Simulator: The ONE 

         ONE stands for Opportunistic Network 

Environment, and it is a java based simulator used for DTN 

specific environment. In this simulator, the source code of 

some famous DTN algorithms such as PRoPHET, Spray and 

Wait etc. are given and different types of movements models 

are also embedded. There are some .txt files are provided 

with ONE [33] in which two files are of main concern. One 

is README.txt and other is default settings.txt. Every time 

when the simulation runs it reads the default settings.txt file 

to get the values of the variables defined in the java files of 

the classes used from routing and movement packages. The 

README.txt file introduces the user with the working of 

ONE and how to use it. 

By default, the epidemic router is used with the 

Shortest Path Map Based movement model. So after running 

the default settings we get this result, for the 43200 seconds 

simulation time it gives the average of 0.2522 delivery 

probability with a total of 126 nodes. In the following figure 

A, we are showing the run window of the ONE simulator. 

 

 
Figure A: Run window of ONE simulator 

 

In the figure B, the nodes are deployed in the region given 

by the helsinki underlay map in which the nodes are shown 

at their intended paths defined for different group of nodes 

in the default settings file. 
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Figure B: The position of nodes in the helsinki underlay map 

 

 A test scenario 

In this section, we are considering a scenario with 5 nodes in 

a region 400, 300 meters size of height and width. In the 

figure C, the green circle around the nodes are showing 

 

 
Figure C: Test scenario with 6 nodes 

 

the range of the node. When we click on the play 

button(provided on the top of the window), nodes start the 

movement and generation of messages. When two or 

morenodes come in communication range of each other, 

exchange messages. The exchange the messages depend 

upon the message destined for which node and if the 
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available node is good relay node for that destination. 

 

       In the figure D, the event log window (at bottom) 

showing the events hap- 

pened during the simulation run such as, at which point of 

time the connection goes up, the message get relayed, the 

connection goes down and when the message get aborted. 

    In the node window(at right side of the window), one 

may click on any particular node to view its information 

about how many messages it received and how many 

messages it forwarded. 

 

 
Figure D: The node movement and message transfer 

 

 Algorithm simulation 

The simulation of our proposed algorithms needs to be 

implemented in the ONE 

simulator. In ONE, for any algorithm implementation, it 

needs two minimum settings: First is to setup a simulation 

environment and second is the Router logic. The Router 

logic we have already explained in the proposed algorithm 

section. Here we are pre-senting the code flow of our logic 

of router. We are presenting the code flow of our algorithm 

in figure E in which, the first phase is to form the cluster of 

nodes and the rest of the steps are defined sequentially. 

 

 Performance metrics and analysis 

The performance parameters which we use for analyzing our 

algorithm are: 

• Simulation time: The total time a simulation run. The 

default value of simu- 

lation time is 43200 seconds = 12 hours. 
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Figure E: Code Flow of Proposed algorithm 

 

• Message created : The total number of messages which are 

created during the simulation time. 

• Message started : The total number of messages created 

plus the total number of replicas generated for the original 

message. 

• Message relayed : The total number of messages which get 

connections to get relayed. 

• Message aborted : The number of messages which get 

aborted before the suc-cessful transmission. It could be 

because of buffer full or message TTL finished or the 
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message is already delivered. 

• Message delivered : The total number of messages 

received at their intended destination nodes. 

• Delivery-Probability : The total number of messages 

delivered divided by the total number of messages created. 

• Overhead ratio : The total number of messages relayed 

divided by the total number of messages delivered. 

 

 Our proposed algorithm is suitable for the college 

campus or office type  environment where nodes come in 

contact and remain in contact for an adequate time period. 

We have also calculated the time period which a nodes need 

to form the cluster, in the Bundlesize following para. 

Transmission- time = Bundlesize/Bitrate. 

    If we consider the size of a control messages be 

50 k and transmission speed 250kbps, so maximum 

Transmission time of one message would be .2 sec with 

overhead included. Considering a scenario of 50 nodes in 

which 5 nodes come in contact for cluster formation, so the 

minimum time for which these nodes must be in contact for 

effective data transfer would be 1 seconds for cluster 

formation and information maintenance. 

       After this, the effective data transfer can takes place 

and the time would then depend upon the size of the data 

message. So in analysis of performance of proposed 

algorithm, we can say that it is feasible to use this cluster 

approach because the cluster formation and information 

maintenance is not taking much time and the data is 

effectively being transferred between nodes with less 

resource consumption. 

 

II. Conclusion 

          In the proposed algorithm, we are using the 

current availability of nodes as well as the meeting 

frequency. This algorithm is suitable for the environment 

where the nodes have a limited mobility speed or the nodes 

come in contact with a each other for a while. The cluster 

based approach has a main advantage that it is better to store 

the n node information at k nodes only. Where n is the total 

number of nodes in the network and k is the number of 

cluster-Head nodes in the network. So this algorithm 

proposes the idea to consume less network resources in the 

form of buffer storage. 
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